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Inspire Health Plan Moves Forward with
HealthPlex Expansion Groundbreaking
July 15, 2021 marked the date that the Inspire Health plan took its next big
leap with the HealthPlex Groundbreaking. Thank you to all of our community
partners, healers and attendees for making it a memorable kick-off to the
expansion of the HealthPlex.
Continued on next page

President and CEO Richie Splitt turning the Inspire Health colored sand with the Talley family.

HealthPlex Expansion Groundbreaking

The Norman Regional Hospital Authority Board turning the Inspire Health colored sand.

Sam and Luke Talley speaking to the
audience about their experience with
Norman Regional. Luke was the first NICU
Patient at the HealthPlex!

The HealthPlex Groundbreaking Committee turning the Inspire Health colored sand.

Norman Mayor Breea
Clark speaking to the
audience about her
experience working with
Norman Regional and
sharing her excitement
for the HealthPlex
expansion.

Norman Regional Chaplain and
manager of pastoral care Susan
Beam saying a prayer with the
audience before commencing the
dirt turning.

JE Dunn Team

Chief Medical
Officer Aaron Boyd
speaking to the
audience at the
HealthPlex
Groundbreaking.
Chief Medical Officer Aaron Boyd speaking to the audience
at the HealthPlex Groundbreaking.
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Norman Regional Earns National
Recognition for Efforts to Improve
Cardiovascular Treatment
Norman Regional Health System has received two Mission: Lifeline®
Achievement Awards from the American Heart Association for implementing
quality improvement measures that ensure cardiovascular patients receive
efficient and coordinated care, ultimately leading to more lives saved, shorter
recovery times and fewer returns to the hospital. The two awards include the
Mission: Lifeline® Gold Plus and Gold Achievement Awards for the quality care
given to patients who suffer severe heart attacks.

“We are honored to be recognized by the American
Heart Association for our dedication to helping our
patients have the best possible chance of survival
and after suffering a severe heart attack,” said Brittni
McGill, chief nursing officer for Norman Regional. “The
Mission: Lifeline program helps our integrated teams
put proven knowledge and guidelines to work on a
daily basis to improve outcomes for our patients.”

Nearly half of all adults in the U.S. have experienced some form of cardiovascular disease –
including heart attack, stroke and heart failure. For patients with conditions that are severe
enough to be transported or admitted to a hospital, time is critical.

Program participants apply for these award
recognitions by demonstrating how their organization
has committed to improving quality care for STEMI and
NSTEMI patients.

Each year, more than 250,000 people experience an ST elevation myocardial infarction
(STEMI), the deadliest type of heart attack, caused by a blockage of blood flow to the heart
that requires timely treatment. While more than 490,000 people experience a non-ST
elevation myocardial infarction (NSTEMI), caused by a partial blockage of blood flow to the
heart that requires timely treatment. To prevent death, it is critical to restore blood flow as
quickly as possible, either by mechanically opening the blocked vessel or by providing clotbusting medication.
The American Heart Association’s Mission: Lifeline program helps reduce barriers to prompt
treatment for heart attacks — starting from when 9-1-1 is called, to EMS transport and
continuing through hospital treatment and discharge. Optimal care for heart attack patients
takes coordination at the individual hospital, EMS and system level.

“When someone experiences a heart attack, American
Heart Association guidelines call for specific actions
in the hospital, as well as appropriate medications and cardiac rehab activities following
a hospital stay,” said Alice Jacobs, American Heart Association volunteer chair, GWTG-CAD
Systems of Care Advisory Work Group. “Organizations like Norman Regional are recognized
for consistently providing patients with guidance, medication and rehabilitation opportunities
that help the patient have the best chance of preventing another cardiac event.”
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New Faces
Norman Regional Health System welcomed new providers to our family
of healers! Meet some of our new providers below:
Kayla Barnard, MD, is a board certified and fellowshiptrained breast surgeon at the Norman Regional Breast
Surgery Clinic. She attended medical school at Creighton
University and chose to pursue breast surgery because
she said it provides the perfect balance of surgery and
close patient relationships. Dr. Barnard said
Kayla Barnard, MD
her patients can expect compassion, clarity
and a collaborative partner who will work with the patient to determine
the best treatment option for them.

William Hinojosa, DO, is a board certified general

Her special interests include:

His special interests include:

• Breast cancer
• Benign breast disease
• Multidisciplinary approach to breast cancer treatment
• Breast biopsy
• Lumpectomy
• Breast conservation
• Mastectomy with and without reconstruction
• Oncoplastic breast surgery

• Minimally invasive surgery
• Hernia surgery
• Biliary surgery
• Upper gastrointestinal surgery
• Thyroid/parathyroid surgery
• Hemorrhoid surgery
• Pilonidal surgery

surgeon. He attended medical school at the University of
North Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine. He has also
served in the United States Air Force, where he earned a
Meritorious Service Medal and an Achievement Medal with
One Oak Leaf Cluster. Dr. Hinojosa said
William Hinojosa, DO
his patients can expect him to actively
listen to their issues and trust that he will care for them as if they are
his family with transparent and clear communication.

In his free time, Dr. Hinojosa enjoys exercising, lifting weights and spending time outdoors.

In her free time, Dr. Barnard spends her time with her family and enjoys reading, outdoor
activities and painting.
Continued on next page
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New Faces
Jeremiah Maupin, MD, Jeremiah Maupin, MD, is an
orthopedic surgeon at Ortho Central. He attended medical
school at the University of Oklahoma College of Medicine
and completed his orthopedic surgery residency at the
University of Oklahoma Health
Jeremiah Maupin, MD
Sciences Center. Dr. Maupin also
received advanced fellowship training in hip and knee
replacement at the CORE Institute in Phoenix, Arizona.
His special interests include:

• Robotic-assisted total hip and knee replacement
• Outpatient hip and knee replacement
• Minimally invasive anterior hip replacement
• Partial knee replacement
• Revision knee and hip replacement
• Fracture care
• Comprehensive care of hip and knee arthritis
Dr. Maupin chose to pursue orthopedic surgery because of the opportunity to improve the
lives of his patients. He said one of his favorite parts of being an orthopedic surgeon is when
patients tell him that they are able to pursue what is most important in life again. Dr. Maupin
said his patients can expect a provider who will be honest, transparent and a teammate who
will help them manage their health.
In his free time, Dr. Maupin enjoys hunting, fishing, grilling meat outdoors for family gatherings
and spending time with his family.

Vincent Petros , DO, is board certified in internal medicine
and is a gastroenterologist with Norman Regional’s GI of
Norman. Dr. Petros has more than seven years of experience
and attended medical school at the Lake Erie College of
Osteopathic Medicine, completed his residency at the
University of Texas Medical Branch and
Vincent Petros , DO
completed his fellowship at the University
of Oklahoma Health Science Center. He
served as chief resident at university of Texas and co- chief fellow at OU, as well as being
selected outstanding overall resident at the University of Texas and outstanding overall
Gastroenterology fellow the OU Health Science Center. He said he went into gastroenterology
because it gives him the opportunity to save and improve lives, especially with the growing
number of colon cancer cases in younger and middle-aged adults.
His special interests include:

• Upper endoscopy
• GERD (gastroesophageal reflux disease)
• Peptic ulcer disease
• Colonoscopy
• Colon cancer screening and surveillance
• IBS (irritable bowel syndrome)
• IBD (inflammatory bowel disease)
In his free time, Dr. Petros enjoys cheering on all the Chicago professional sports teams as well
as Michigan State and OU.
Continued on next page
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New Faces
Abhishek Polavarapu, MD, is a gastroenterologist with
Norman Regional’s GI of Norman. Dr. Polavarapu attended
medical school at the Guntur Medical College and
completed his fellowship at Northwell Health Staten
Island University Hospital.
Abhishek Polavarapu, MD
He said gastroenterology is
his dream career because it offers him to practice a blend
of hands on procedure and art of medicine while helping people
in the process to improve their health. He said his patients can expect an empathetic
individual who will listen thoroughly and address all patient concerns with clear
communication, easy access and respect.

Aaron Smathers, MD, iis a board-certified and

His special interests include:

His special interests include:

• GERD (gastroesophageal reflux disease)
• Stomach ulcers
• GI bleeding
• Fatty liver disease
• Large & Small Bowel Disorders
• GI Cancers Screening & Surveillance
• Upper Endoscopy & Colonoscopy
• Polyp removal

• Non-operative orthopedic care for all ages
• Endurance sports performance and preparation
• Ultrasound guided joint and soft tissue injections
• Non-operative fracture care
• Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) injections
• Concussion management

In his free time, Dr. Polavarapu enjoys playing tennis, trying new things and acquiring new
skills.

fellowship-trained sports medicine physician at Ortho
Central. He attended medical school at the University of
Oklahoma College Of Medicine and chose to pursue
sports medicine because as an athlete himself, he
wants to help other athletes overcome
Aaron Smathers, MD
the challenges associated with
competition. Dr. Smathers said his patients
can expect a well-rounded sports medicine physician prepared to take care of any and all
active populations. The focus will always be to work together to achieve a patient’s goals,
whether returning from injury or pushing their own personal limits.

In his free time, Dr. Smathers enjoys spending time with family, mountain and road biking,
working on vintage cars and playing the guitar. Most people don’t know that Dr. Smathers used
to play in a rock band.
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Norman Regional Honors Annual
Spirit of Wellness Winner
Congratulations to Sara McMillan, MBA, RT(R), manager of Centers
of Excellence and Accreditation, on being named this year’s Spirit of
Wellness winner!
Sara started her health and wellness journey in March 2020, during the peak of the COVID-19
pandemic. Sara was working from home at the time, as well as homeschooling her two
children — Caden, 11, and Cassidy, 9.
“I was in my office all day long — either working or teaching the kids. I had to get out of the
house, but everything was shut down so I started walking at the park,” Sara said.
Sara was also 39, about to turn 40, at the time and she wanted to look and feel good and be
healthy when she turned 40.
Sara’s goal was just to walk more, but eventually she could walk four miles in an hour.
“I’m not a runner or anything so that’s good for me,” she added.
In June 2020, Sara decided to also make healthy eating a priority and started doing Weight
Watchers.
“I’ve done Weight Watchers before and I don’t know why this time was different. I was just to
the point of really wanting to make a change,” Sara said.
Sara continued her outdoor walks until it got too cold outside, then she joined a gym with a
friend. She previously thought she didn’t have time to work out, but she started going at 5 a.m.
and made it a priority. Now she’s been consistently going at that time about five days per week
for almost a year.
“What’s funny is I thought that’s crazy – that’s way too early, but I feel more tired the days I
don’t go now,” she said. “Having an accountability partner is always good too. There are days I
don’t want to get out of bed, but I know she’s there waiting for me so it helps.”
Aside from the health and wellness changes, she also removed other toxic things from her life,
which she said helped her stopping eating emotionally as well.

Spirit of Wellness Winner Sara McMillan with Dr. Castel Santana

Sara lost weight steadily at about two pounds per week until she lost 55 pounds total. She
weighs less than she did in high school and said she feels all around better, stronger and
happier.
One thing Sara said has been important to her is that she used to beat herself up after talking
to others at health fairs because she felt like a hypocrite.
“I always knew what I needed to do, but it’s hard and it takes a lot of work,” she said.
Chief Nursing Officer Brittni McGill noted Sara’s involvement with community health fairs as a
reason why she’s a great selection for the Spirit of Wellness winner.
Continued on page 9
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Spirit of Wellness Quarterly Winners
Serve as Leaders in Health, Wellness
Norman Regional Health System’s mission is to serve its community as
the leader in health and wellness care. Norman Regional not only makes
that mission a priority with community members, but also with its
healers within the health system.
Each quarter, Norman Regional’s Wellness Team awards healers who make healthy living a
priority in their life and help facilitate a culture of wellness in the workplace.
The winners for the fourth quarter are:
• Liliana Bushers, RN
• Sara McMillan, MBA, RT(R)
• Renee Sheriff, RN

Liliana Bushers is a registered nurse in Labor and
Delivery at the HealthPlex. She was nominated for the award for
exercising on a daily basis, serving as a healthy role model, and
supporting and encouraging her work family to make healthy
lifestyle changes.
Two years ago started running three to four times per week. Her
goal was to make it to one mile. She needed something to clear
her head and provide some stress relief. She also wanted something she could do with her
daughter so she bought a jogging stroller. She now can run up to five miles, and her daughter,
who is now 4 years old, can run one mile. She has started a sugar fast and is focusing on
making better food choices.
She says her work family has started to participate in Norman Regional’s wellness challenges.
They motivate each other when an apple watch alerts when someone completes an exercise.
They hold each other accountable and have fun doing it. other accountable and have fun
doing it.
Liliana’s motto is to "Never give up. Take every day as a new day, it’s ok to have cheat days and
it’s okay to just lay in bed. But whatever you do, focus on yourself!”

Her favorite healthy foods are fruit, cheese, and SkinnyPop Popcorn; her favorite activity is
running, and her tip to living healthier is that it can take a month to start a new habit. You may
not see change immediately though, as it takes a good two months for you to see a difference
in the mirror. You are not alone! Stick to your goals and take it one day at a time. If you get off
track, it’s okay to start over. Find a friend that can hold you accountable or help motivate you
to stick with your goals.

Sara McMillan is the manager of Centers of Excellence and
Accreditation. She was nominated for exercising on a regular basis
and making lifestyle changes such as weight loss by improving
nutrition, drinking more water, and eating less processed foods.
Sara started her health and wellness journey in 2020. During the
peak of COVID she started walking at the park and doing Weight
Watchers online. She later joined the gym and began working out in the morning about five
days per week. She has lost 55 pounds, and she feels stronger and healthier than ever!
Her motto is "It's never too early or too late to work towards being the healthiest you!"
Her favorite healthy snacks are fruit and veggie straws, her favorite physical activities are
walking outdoors and weight lifting, and her tip to healthier living is to plan ahead and make
time for your health. Plan your meals and snacks in advance. It makes it easier to make the
right food choices.
“I always said I was too busy to go to the gym but by going early in the morning, I was able to
fit exercise into my schedule,” Sara said.
Please note: Sara was chosen as this year’s Spirit of Wellness annual winner at the Spirit of
Wellness Awards Ceremony on August 26!
Continued on next page
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Spirit of Wellness Quarterly Winners
Continued from page 7

Renee Sheriff is a charge nurse for Labor and
Delivery at the HealthPlex. She was nominated for
exercising consistently, serving as a role model for others,
acting as a leader in wellness for the staff, and truly caring
for the wellbeing of her work family. She is working towards
her own weight loss and continues to make healthy
lifestyle changes.
In February 2021, several of her co-healers decided to do a 40-day sugar fast. The start of
this happened during Norman Regional’s Wellness Team’s Fruit and Veggie Challenge. As
a group, they checked in with each regularly, encouraged each other, and competed to
see who would eat the most servings of fruits and veggies.
“It was great to have the accountability on a regular basis,” Renee said.
In March 2021, Renee started an exercise program and has been motivated by her
smartwatch buddies to stay on track.
Renee’s motto is to "Make a Plan. Plan ahead, but also take things one day at a time. In
other words, if you fall off the wagon and have a bad day, don't be discouraged by that
one day. Start new the next day.”
Her favorite healthy snack is roasted red pepper hummus and carrots, her favorite
physical activities are walking or Beach Body on demand workouts at home, and her tip
for healthier living is to ask yourself if what you are eating is something that is going to
add to your nutrition (is it good for you?). Are you eating to eat and fill your body with
empty calories?
“The NRHS Fruit and Veggie Challenge (and sugar fast) opened my eyes to this,”
Renee said.

Annual Spirit of Wellness Winner
“Sara has committed her professional career to helping patients
achieve their optimal health. Sara understands the importance of
leading by example and education through demonstration. She’s a
true healer who loves her community,” Brittni said.
When Sara first started her journey to better health, she told Caden
and Cassidy what she was doing — and they helped keep her
accountable. Now, it seems like her lifestyle changes have rubbed
off on Caden especially — as he’ll ask for healthier places to eat or
tell Cassidy if something she asks for isn’t good for them.
Sara said it was easy before to use being a mom as an excuse because she always took care of
everyone else and neglected herself.
“I even felt guilty when I first started thinking about the time I was taking away from my kids,
but it’s important to make time for yourself.”
Sara’s children have continued to be a part of her health and wellness journey and
accompanied her to the Spirit of Wellness Awards Ceremony on August 26.
As soon as they saw the big basket that was there for the winner, they said “mom, I want you to
win that.” Sara said she never thought she’d be announced as the winner though and even told
them that she wouldn’t get it so they wouldn’t be disappointed.
“It’s a great honor, but I was shocked. I never thought of myself as inspiring others – but I guess
I am,” Sara said.
Amanda Jones, chairman of Norman Regional’s Wellness Team, said Sara’s efforts, especially
during the COVID-19 pandemic, are a reason why the team selected her as the winner.
“Sara is inspirational because during the COVID crisis she used the time to improve her health
and wellbeing,” Amanda said. “What a strong and powerful way to combat the pandemic.”
Congratulations again, Sara!
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Recommended Age for
Colonoscopy Now 45
It’s been widely known for some time now that those who are at average risk for
colorectal cancer should get their colorectal cancer screening at age 50, but recently
this age recommendation has been lowered to 45. This new recommendation comes
as rates of colorectal cancer among people younger than 50 have been on the rise. Rahal
Kahanda, MD, a specialist in colon and rectal surgery with Norman Regional, provides
some insight into this change and why colonoscopies are so important.
“Colon and rectal cancer are definitely becoming more prevalent among the younger age
groups,” Dr. Kahanda said. “I myself have taken care of patients as young as 19 that have
needed colectomies, secondary to colon cancer and it was a sporadic colon cancer too.
She didn’t have a family history and she wasn’t doing anything to put her at higher risk
like smoking.”
In addition to the younger demographics being affected to a higher degree by colorectal
cancer, both women and men are affected to a fairly similar degree as well. This means
that women should also plan to have a colorectal cancer screening by the age of 45.
“For both men and women the propensity of colorectal cancer is pretty evenly
distributed,” Dr. Kahanda said. “When you parse it out between males and females,
colorectal cancer is the No. 3 leading cause of death between either of them with
prostate cancer in second for men, breast cancer in second for women and lung cancer
in the lead for both. When you look at it collectively, it’s the second leading cancerrelated cause of death as a whole among both men and women.”
Colonoscopies aren’t typically a topic that most enjoy discussing, but they are imperative
to ensuring optimal colon and rectal health. The colonoscopy allows the colon and rectal

specialist to check
whether the patient
has any precancerous
lesions in the colon and
if there are any, the
cancerous lesions can be
identified. Additionally, there
are some nuances to determine
the optimal time for a colonoscopy.
45 is simply the recommended age for those
at average risk for colorectal cancer.
“Colonoscopies need to be performed 10 years earlier than the age at which the firstdegree relative was diagnosed with colon cancer if it was before the age of 55. For
instance, if my dad had colon cancer at the age of 50 I would need to be screened at 40.
However if my first-degree relative had colon cancer at the age of 65 I would still start
my colonoscopy is at 45,” Dr. Kahanda said. “The reason they are so imperative is that a
colonoscopy is the only modality we can use that is both diagnostic and therapeutic in
nature. Diagnostic meaning that we can evaluate to see if anything is there like a tumor
or a polyp, but therapeutic as in we can also remove them if they are found during the
colonoscopy, saving them from cancer in the future.”
If you know somebody who is nearing the age of 45, make sure that they have this
information to stay on top of their health. To learn more about Dr. Kahanda, visit his
provider page here.
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TAVR Procedure Exceeds Expectations
In July 2020 Norman Regional began offering Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement (TAVR), which is a minimally invasive
procedure with a recovery time of only 24-48 hours in the hospital then one week of recovery at home.
Prior to TAVR, patients had
to undergo open chest
surgery, which had a much
longer recovery time and
greater risk.
Norman Regional began
offering TAVR to start
treating patients in
Norman for severe aortic
valve stenosis. Norman
Regional’s heart care
team made it happen and
expected to see 24 TAVR
patients for the first year
of the program. Within
the first year, a team of three interventional cardiologists began performing the procedure —
Archana Gautam, MD, Muhammad Salim, MD, and Muhammad Anwar, MD, and the program
successfully helped 36 patients! The TAVR team has since added to that number.
“The first year — it speaks for itself — was very successful,” said Sarah “Katy” Walsh, APRNCNP, TAVR coordinator. “We’ve had very good results and satisfaction as a whole. The patient
outcomes have been great. The first year has been busy and very rewarding.
“It’s important to note these numbers were obtained even through COVID. The hoops that had
to be jumped through were amazing. We went through some of the roughest parts of COVID
and we were still able to keep these procedures going – which are lifesaving measures.”
When the TAVR program first started, only one cardiologist was performing the procedure, but
having three cardiologists performing the procedure has been exciting, Walsh said.

“It is an asset to Norman Regional
— having more providers that
can do the same procedure
adds to comprehensive care for
the patient,” Walsh said. “This
makes the procedure even more
accessible to patients and doesn’t
limit me on when we can do them.”
Walsh added that Drs. Gautam,
Salim and Anwar and the TAVR
team have taken on some very
challenging patients that some
other facilities wouldn’t have taken.
“They’re really good at what they
do and some of these patients probably wouldn’t have gotten a valve if we didn’t offer this
procedure,” she said.
Aside from the cardiologists, the TAVR team is made up of many people whom Walsh wanted
to thank, including the nurses in the valve clinic — Kathleen Kennedy, RN, and Aimee Brown,
LPN.
“We’ve actually evolved into a valve team and I couldn’t have done what I’ve done the past
year without my nurses. I just want credit to be paid where credit is due,” she said. “Not to
mention the Cath Lab team, the pre-op team, the operating room staff, the sonographer,
the technologists in diagnostics, CVICU staff, the entire team — it’s just been great. It’s a
pleasure also to work with our surgeons (Kyle Toal, MD, and David Miller, DO) and I think that’s
important. A lot of weight is on the interventional cardiologists, but our surgeons have a big
role as well.”
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Meet New Administrative
Fellow: Austin Gailey
Norman Regional Health System has a new administrative fellow for
the year — Austin Gailey, MHA. Austin is from Oklahoma City and received his
undergraduate degree in biology from the University of Oklahoma — motivated by the idea of
being in healthcare.
“My father died when I was young so I’ve always been passionate about patient care,” Austin
said. “I started noticing barriers to patient care and started looking around at different careers
to find my niche to be able to help with those barriers.”
Austin then decided he wanted to go into an administrative role in healthcare and attended
Trinity University for his Master of Healthcare Administration degree, which he said made a
profound impact on his way of thinking.
“In theory, everyone wants to make sure their workforce is well taken care of, but in healthcare
there is no way to guarantee that,” Austin said. “I want to make sure the people who take care
of people are well taken care of.”
Austin said he chose to seek out the administrative fellowship at Norman Regional because
that thinking and his personal values align with Norman Regional’s mission and values, and he
likes that the health system focuses on a human experience.
He also added that the fellowship here is a great opportunity with Inspire Health and that he
wants to make sure that the Inspire Health plan succeeds at a human level for our healers and
community members.
Austin said so far his fellowship is going well.
“The Executive Team is very transparent and open,” Austin said. “I gravitate toward the familial
environment of the Executive Team. It’s very collaborative. That’s what I want to be like as an
administrator.”

As of right now, Austin said his
main goal for his fellowship is
to be visible to healers so they
know he is eager to be a resource
to them.
Austin said he doesn’t have any specific
plans for after his fellowship because for him
it’s not about the role he’s in.
“I’m not looking for a specific position, just looking for a specific mindset. I just want to make
sure people are listened to and cared for,” Austin said. “Ambition is one thing, but mostly it’s to
be a servant. I want to serve those that serve.”
Austin compared himself to a 100 Grand candy bar.
“It’s never the same, but the end product is always the same,” he said. “I can be unconventional
and unpredictable, but always reliable. I believe there are different ways to success.”
Aside from work, Austin loves to play golf, which he said his golf game goes along the same
lines of his 100 Grand metaphor – He always scores about the same amount of points, but he
never lands a ball in the same spot twice. He always tries something new and innovative, but
gets the same results.
Austin also enjoys singing and playing guitar, and likes to perform on street corners at the
Norman Music Festival each year.
Whether at work or outside of it, for Austin it really comes down to “anything that involves
challenging myself and interacting with others. Those two combined are nirvana.”
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Norman Regional Earns National
Recognition for Efforts to Improve
Stroke Treatment
Norman Regional Health System has received the American Heart
Association’s Gold Plus Get With The Guidelines®-Stroke Quality Achievement
Award for their commitment to ensuring stroke patients receive the most
appropriate treatment according to nationally recognized, research-based
guidelines.
Stroke is the No. 5 cause of death and a leading cause of adult disability in the U.S. On
average, someone in the U.S. suffers a stroke every 40 seconds, and nearly 795,000 people
suffer a new or recurrent stroke each year. Early stroke detection and treatment are key to
improving survival, minimizing disability and speeding recovery times.
Get With The Guidelines-Stroke was developed to assist healthcare professionals to provide
the most up-to-date, research-based guidelines for treating stroke patients.
“We are honored to be recognized by the American Heart Association for our dedication to
helping our patients have the best possible chance of survival and after a stroke,” said Andi
Hightower, stroke program coordinator for Norman Regional. “Get With The Guidelines-Stroke
makes it easier for our teams to put proven knowledge and guidelines to work on a daily basis
to improve outcomes for stroke patients.”
Each year program participants apply for the award recognition by demonstrating how their
organization has committed to providing quality care for stroke patients. In addition to
following treatment guidelines, participants also provide education to patients to help them
manage their health and rehabilitation once at home.

“We are pleased to recognize Norman Regional for their
commitment to stroke care,” said Lee H. Schwamm, M.D.,
national chairperson of the Quality Oversight Committee.
“Research has shown that hospitals adhering to clinical
measures through the Get With The Guidelines quality
improvement initiative can often see fewer readmissions
and lower mortality rates.”
Norman Regional also received the association’s Target:
Stroke Honor Roll Elite award. To qualify for this
recognition, hospitals must meet quality measures
developed to reduce the time between the patient’s arrival
at the hospital and treatment with the clot-buster tissue plasminogen activator, or tPA, the
only drug approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to treat ischemic stroke.
Additionally, Norman Regional received the Target: Type 2 Honor Roll award by meeting
quality measures developed with more than 90% of compliance for 12 consecutive months for
the “Overall Diabetes Cardiovascular Initiative Composite Score.”
Norman Regional’s Stroke Center is a Center of Excellence, earning the Gold Seal of Approval™
from The Joint Commission for Primary Stroke Centers since 2008. The Gold Seal of Approval
is a clear sign that Norman Regional is compliant with the most stringent standards of
performance.
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Cousins Born Same Day
at HeathPlex
On Monday, June 28 at the HealthPlex, an unlikely, but heartwarming
story unfolded between two sisters-in-law.
The story involves Logan and Kelsie Lambert, and Kodie and Alexa Todd. The foursome began to develop a close friendship
due to Kelsie and Kodie being siblings.
Alexa and Kelsie both ended up becoming pregnant in the fall of 2020, resulting in many spirited conversations about how
crazy it would be if they both went into labor at the same time. It turns out that this is exactly what would happen.
As Alexa began heading to the HealthPlex when her water broke, she and Kodie received a call from Kelsie informing them
that they were also on their way to the HealthPlex. By sheer chance, they both delivered the baby cousins, Roland and
Lawson, on the same day just down the hall from each other.
The families are already planning future events together for the babies and expect them to have a very close relationship
as they grow up together. When a story like this happens, it’s hard to chalk it up to mere coincidence!

Centers of Excellence-C-Section
Infection Rates Down
Labor and Delivery, OB Emergency Department, Mother Baby and Women’s and Children’s teams
have exhausted a trememdous amount of effort into improving processes to prevent C-section
infections over the past two years and the results speak for themselves.
NRHS has gone from 28 C-section infections in 2019 down to 13 in 2020 and in 2021 we have only
seen one C-section infection for the entire year to date.
Congratulations to all the teams who have poured their energy into making these impressive
leaps over the past two years!
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Norman Regional honors Liana Gray
as Healer of the Year
Congratulations to Liana Gray, supervisor of Volunteer Services, on being
selected as Norman Regional’s Healer of the Year for Fiscal Year 2021!
Liana was one of 12 healers in the running for the recognition after being selected as
Norman Regional’s Healer of the Month in November 2020.
Liana said she was surprised about being chosen as the Healer of the Year because she
knows how challenging this past year has been for front line healers.
“We are a health system and obviously that’s the bread and butter — patient care from the
clinical staff. I was thinking though how nice it was that out of all the Healers of the Month,
there were several that were not clinical. I was impressed to see that our health system
really recognizes all the pieces, departments and units that come together to really make
the whole place run,” Liana said.
Although Liana is not clinical, she and the Volunteer Services team played, and continue to
play, a crucial role in the health system’s response to COVID-19.
As supervisor of Volunteer Services, Liana supervises all teen, college and adult volunteers,
coordinates all volunteer schedules, develops volunteer programs within interested
departments throughout the health system, and supervises Nu-N-Nuf and formerly the
Doris Luttrell Hospitality House.
When COVID struck, Liana and the Volunteer Services team had to pause normal volunteer
operations, while still running nine entrances, helping whenever and wherever needed,
and coordinating the schedules of all healers screening at those entrances. Liana and
her team also took every change, which happened often, in stride and made it all happen
seamlessly — coordinating signage changes, helping inform departments of the current

policies, having to do the
hard job of turning visitors
away or determining if
someone needed to be in
one of our facilities, etc.
“We always manage the
entrances, but during
COVID — that was a
completely different beast. We had the task of enforcing the health system’s policies to do
what’s best for our patients, while also sticking to strict COVID-related guidelines,” Liana
said. “I made a lot of new friends during that time though — people I wouldn’t usually get to
know. It’s nice to recognize a lot more friendly faces around the health system now.”
Liana said she feels like Volunteer Services is usually a “silent department” and not many
people know what they do, but the COVID-19 pandemic helped get more people involved in
the department and find out more about them.
Wendy Fiebrich, director of Volunteer Services, said comments about Liana often include
her being caring, happy, pleasant and kind. One comment from a volunteer in particular
said, “She encourages us as volunteers by making sure we have the support and
appreciation we need.”
“Liana checks all the boxes in our department and the ICARE values,” Wendy said. “She
Continued on next page
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Heart Plaza Imaging Selected as 2021
OUHSC Outstanding Clinical Affiliate
Heart Plaza Imaging has been selected as the University of Oklahoma
Health Sciences Center — Nuclear Medicine Program Outstanding
Clinical Affiliate for 2021. In addition, Kristin Shortes was also selected
as the 2021 Outstanding Clinical Instructor.
We couldn’t be more proud of our great group of Healers who are
dedicated not only to our patients, but in sharing their knowledge with
future clinicians.

Continued
elevates all of us to be better, stronger employees and goes above and beyond in her daily work. We’re
so appreciative to you (Liana) and to all you do to make our volunteers and us feel appreciated.”
When asked what she likes best about her job, Liana said she likes that it’s never boring.
“I like that it’s different every day, and the variety of it. I’m definitely a ‘doer’ type person, so I like that I’m
always doing something. I also like there’s always a new challenge,” she said.
The other healers in the running for Healer of the Year included Janet Sherman, Melissa Whitaker, Patti
Guthrie, Kathy Brougham, Ty Woodward, Rebecca Milam, Krista Stewart, Ken Fertitta, Sharon Reddig,
Stacy Pattillo and Roy Pendergraft.
“One thing is certain and it’s clear to me that these healers enjoy the work that they do, they have a
passion for the work that they do, and they thoroughly enjoy the people they do that work with — their
teams, their work environment, and their friends they meet across the organization — you’re all truly
an important part of our Norman Regional family and I thank you for your work each and every day,”
President and CEO Richie Splitt said. “You’re all fantastic and deserving of the Healer of the Month award
and the Healer of the Year award.”

3

Norman Regional
Inpatient Rehab
Ranked Top Three in
Oklahoman
Did you know that Norman Regional
is ranked by U.S. News as one of
the top three hospitals for inpatient
rehabilitation in Oklahoma?

You can see the entire score card here.
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Healer of the Month

JULY
Reynaldo Hernandez
Congratulations to Reynaldo Hernandez
on being named Norman Regional’s
Healer of the Month for July 2021!
Reynaldo works in the Ortho Spine unit at the
HealthPlex as a patient care technician. He has
been working as a patient care tech for Norman
Regional for six months and said Norman Regional
is a great environment.
Before joining Norman Regional, Reynaldo worked at
McDonald’s as a shift lead while he was studying at
Mid-America Technology Center.
In his free time, Reynaldo enjoys sleeping or drawing. He has even won
a state award for his illustrations.
Congratulations again, Reynaldo!

July
Promotions
Jeri Akin
Chelsi Alexander
Mustafa Alsunni
Ashley Andrews
Bryan Angeles
Amy Arnold
Ashlea Ashlock
Hollie Baker
Jonathan Barrow
Alexandra Bass
Shelby Beurie
Ali Booher

Registered Nurse III
Charge Nurse
Registered Nurse I
Unit Secretary
Paramedic
Nurse Manager-Clinical Education
Registered Nurse III
Registered Nurse IV
Registered Nurse Premium IV
Registered Nurse IV
Registered Nurse
Coordinator Surgery Scheduler RN
IV Premium
Debra Brown
Registered Nurse IV
Stephanie Brooks
Human Resources Specialist
Kristie Bussing
Clerk Central Scheduling IP Verification
Jason Carter
Manager Nurse
Stephanie Carter
Registered Nurse IV
Kelli Cavins
Registered Nurse
Cassie Chaffin
Clinical Education Supervisor
Tanya Clark
Surgical Technologist III
Aubrey Cotham
Registered Nurse
Ron Currie
Registered Nurse IV
Leslie Daggs
Registered Nurse IV
Melissa Daly
Surgical Technologist III
Barry Deal
Charge Nurse I
Amber Dismuke
Registered Nurse IV
Valerie Ditzler
Registered Nurse
Shauna Durham
Charge Nurse I
Cissy Efata
Registered Nurse
Mark Ferguson
Coordinator Supply Chain
Debbie Foster
Registered Nurse IV
Adrian Francisco
Manager Clinics II
Jessica Garrett
Registered Nurse IV
Stephanie Gehrke
Manager Nurse
Terri Gibson
Charge Nurse
Kaelyn Goeber
Registered Nurse III
Stephanie Goodell
Paramedic
Lauri Gosney
Registered Nurse
Susan Green
Registered Nurse IV
Patti Guthrie
Charge Nurse III
Thu Ha
Registered Nurse IV
Kassandra Hartmann Endoscopy Technician I
Kim Harris
Surgical Technologist III

Reynaldo Hernandez
Carli Hernandez
Miranda Hoos
Tiffany Huffman
Kyle Hurley
Ashley Irons
Ashley Irons
Jacqueline Johnson
Mac King
Maegan Dover
Cody Mankin
Erica Mann
Gregg Marr
Megan Mason
Melissa McGuffin
Kenslee McKiddy
Monica McLeod
Ariel Meyer
Sheila Monson
Heather Morrison
Greta Morgan
Jeff Neeley
Nicole Owens
Keith Plyler
Leith Prise
Alyson Prince
Misty Pruitt
Micah Pybas
Ariadne Rodriguez
Amber Rollins
Toni Roman
Reyna Sheehan
Renee Sheriff
Tracy Shipp
Brenda Snow
Letha Starchman
Krista Stewart
Christina Streater
Michele Swenson
Carly Terrell
David Trimberger
Rusty Wallin
Kristena Walker
Felicity Wittenberg

Patient Care Tech
Charge Nurse II
Nurse Manager-Moore ED & Med Rec
Paramedic
Director EMS
Registered Nurse IV
Registered Nurse IV
Registered Nurse III
Charge Nurse II
Charge RN II
Analyst Supply Chain Resource II
Surgical Technologist III
Coordinator Supply Chain
Registered Nurse IV
Registered Nurse
Registered Nurse
Registered Nurse
Patient Care Tech
Registered Nurse IV
Charge Nurse
Registered Nurse IV
Paramedic
Charge Nurse II
Charge Nurse III
Pharmacy Resident
Charge Nurse IV
Surgical Technologist III
Registered Nurse
Patient Care Tech
Surgical Technologist III
Manager Clinics II
Registered Nurse
Charge Nurse III
Registered Nurse II Premium
Manager Facilities & Maintenance
Registered Nurse III
Registered Nurse IV
Change Nurse II Premium
Registered Nurse II
Registered Nurse IV
Paramedic
Charge Nurse III
Lead XRAY Technologist
Registered Nurse
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Healer of the Month

AUGUST
Cathy Snapp
Congratulations to Cathy Snapp on
being named Norman Regional’s
Healer of the Month for August
2021!
Cathy began in the Physical Rehab department
in 2002 as a physical therapist and later clinic
coordinator as well as the orthopedic program
coordinator in 2009. Since 2019, she has worked as
the clinic quality coordinator for Physical Rehab.

Before working at Norman Regional, Cathy worked at HealthSouth Rehab
and Therapists Unlimited. She has lived in the Norman area for the past 45 years and received
a Bachelor’s in Biology from UCO and a Bachelor’s in Physical Therapy from OU.
In her free time, Cathy enjoys spending time with her grandchildren and gardening. She has
even won the Midwest City/Del City beautification award three times in the last ten years!
Being from Green Bay, Wisconsin, Cathy is also a loyal Green Bay Packers fan.
Congratulations again, Cathy!

August
Promotions
Lynde Anderson

Supervisor Central Supply
and Sterile Processing
Nicole Atkinson
Lead Coder
Madalyn Austin
Patient Care Tech
Chelsea Bass
Population Health Coordinator
Amy Burnett
Nurse Manager
Katherine Byrne
Procurement Specialist
Emily Carpenter
Registered Nurse premium IIII
Maranda Carnell
Registered Nurse
Jake Chambers
Paramedic
Candance Cornell
Registered Nurse Surgery
Premium II
LaTrisha Crawford
Coordinator Medical Center Office
Emily Friend
Patient Care Tech
Xiomara Gatewood
Medical Assistant
Kiley Gilmore
Registered Nurse
Tiffany Gimmey
Surgery Technologist Premium IIII
Christine Goelz
Registered Nurse II
Liana Gray
Manager of Volunteer Services/
Auxiliary
Austin Greeley
Registered Nurse Premium II
Jessica Harris
Manager of Population Health
Kimberly Hills
Cardiovascular Program
Coordinator
Amanda Hughen Green Respiratory Therapist III
Kelvin Hunter
Surgery Technologist Premium III
Carina Irish- Padilla
Surgery Technologist Premium IV
Haley Jones
Patient Care Tech
Kristen Jones
Surgery Technologist Premium II
Stephanie Jones
Charge Nurse
Jamie King
Registered Nurse Surgery
Premium III
Michelle Koscho
Sterile Technician Processing III
Sarah Lyons
Surgery Technologist Premium II
Derica Madole
Registered Nurse Surgery
Premium II

Susan Marx
Rochelle McClure

Perioperative Admin Support I
Technologist Surgery IIII
Premium
Morgan McCoy
Registered Nurse
Darian Meely
Registered Nurse
Nickolas Napoli
Chaplain Supervisor
Jordan Phelps
Lead Supervisor of Ancillary
Services
Jeannie Pillars
Registered Nurse Surgery
Premium II
Hannah Reyes
Registered Nurse Periop
Premium II
Angela Riddle
Perioperative Admin Support II
Vikki Ross
Surgery Technologist Premium II
Gina Samsel
Centralized Scheduling Clerk IP
Verification
Sarah Scott
Referral Clerk Physician Office
Network
Sarah Sewell
Patient Care Tech
Heather Sipes
Registered Nurse premium IIII
Justin Smith
Surgical Technologist
Peyton Spencer
Registered Nurse
Barbara Stiles
Lead Environmental Service
Technician
Jane Swanson
Coder II
Taylor Thompson
Registered Nurse Surgery II
Cynthia Turnpaugh
Registered Nurse Periop
Premium II
Lauryn Walden
Registered Nurse
Staci Webb
Registered Nurse Periop
Premium II
Casey Welch
Paramedic
Lavaughen Westbrook Surgery Technologist Premium III
Niesha Willis
Surgery Technologist Premium II
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Healer of the Month

SEPTEMBER
Kristina Thai
Congratulations to Kristina thai on
being named Norman Regional’s
Healer of the Month for September
2021!
Kristina has been working at Norman Regional
for two years now and currently works in Physical
Rehabilitation at the HealthPlex campus, caring for
our sickest patients in the CVICU, all the way to the
smallest patients in the NICU. She is also a part of the early
mobilization committee for the ICU.
Before coming to work at Norman Regional, Kristina spent three years with Valir Inpatient
Rehabilitation in OKC where she was a physical therapist working with spinal cord injuries, brain
injuries, wound care and major multi-trauma patients. Kristina graduated from Westmoore High
School in 2008 before graduating from the University of Oklahoma with a degree in Health and
Exercise Science. Since then she has graduated from the University of St. Augustine with a Doctor
in Physical Therapy and became a Certified Brain Injury Specialist.
Kristiana spends her free time crafting, doing calligraphy, cooking, reading, spending time with
her family and watching Netflix until it asks “are you still watching?”

September
Promotions
Amy Akram
Billy Alexander
Hope Barker
Janaya Blair
Kristi Blake
Yanming Brown
Selena Forga
Ashley Gillette
Curtis Green
William Hoffman
Margie Holman
Hong Xu
Amanda Jessie
Teiana Jones
Marzieh Khandani
Jacquelyn Lankford
Lauri Manning
Jan Miller
Giovanna Rauchbach De Oliveira
Tracy Parker
Tara Price
Brittney Ricketts
Graciela Rodriguez
Michael Shelton
Desiree Shroyer
Brandon Thacker
Morgan Woodall
Hayley Woodruff
Charlette Woolsey

Cath Lab Registered Nurse III Premium
Lead Environmental Services Technician
Patient Access Financial Counselor
Registered Nurse Periop II Premium
Bariatric Patient Advocate
Sterile Processing Tech IV
Bariatric Patient Advocate
Registered Nurse Charge Nurse II
Transporter Lead
Registered Nurse House Supervisor
Charge Nurse
Registered Nurse II
Credentialing Specialist & Residency Supervisor
Patient Access Advisor Lead
Charge Nurse (RN) I
Referral Clerk
Registered Nurse Periop II Premium
Cath Lab Charge Nurse II Premium
Registered Nurse II
Nurse Manager
Assistant Laboratory Lead
Clerk Physician Office Lead
Patient Care Tech
DME/ Ortho Tech
Registered Nurse II Premium
Coordinator Respiratory II Premium
Supervisor Clinical RN
Pharmacy Technician II
Clerk Health Information III

Congratulations again, Kristina!
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Upcoming Events
Norman Regional Health System is gearing up for an eventful
fall and winter, so mark your calendars and have fun at these
events and activities!

October 18

Norman Regional Health
Foundation presents 3rd
Annual Premier
Golf Classic
The Premier Golf Classic is a
fundraising event at the Belmar Golf
Club with both 7 a.m. and noon
start time options. Teams of four
will play a golf scramble and all
proceeds will go be used to fund community health
and wellness initiatives. Find more information at
nrhfoundation.org/golf.

October 30

More Than Pink Walk
Susan G. Komen MORE THAN PINK WALK (formerly known
as RACE FOR THE CURE) is scheduled for Saturday at 8:30
a.m. There will be a Virtual Opening Ceremony and Walk.

October 30
Boo to the Flu
This event will be 9 a.m. to
noon (while supplies last) at
Norman Regional Moore.
This walk-in clinic will offer
free flu shots for both adults
and children (ages 6 months
and up). Masks are required
to enter.

Say Boo to
the Flu!

Norman Regional
Nine Events

Join Norman Regional and Moore Pediatrics
for a free family flu clinic Saturday, October 30,
9 a.m. to noon (while supplies last). This walk-in
clinic will offer free flu shots for both adults
and children (ages 6 months and up).
Presented by:
Norman Regional Health Foundation
Free Family Flu Clinic
Saturday, October 30 // 9 a.m. – Noon*
Norman Regional Moore
Conference Center
700 S. Telephone Road
*While supplies last.

For Your Safety:
• Masks are required on all people over 2 years old.
• The event will be held in the Conference Center
• Only those receiving the vaccine and one support
person (if needed for assistance) are allowed inside.
• If you do not feel well, have a fever, or signs of
respiratory illness, do not attend this event.
NormanRegional.com

Paint Out Cancer
Join the Foundation this October
as we raise funds to
Paint Out Cancer!
The campaign
will help raise
funds for Norman
Regional Health System’s
cancer care areas. Please check the Foundation website
for t-shirt sales, fundraisers and events throughout the
month of October.

November 1 – 7
Beam Signing

The beam signing will be a week long event for healers
to sign a beam at the west lobby of the Porter Education
Center that will be used for constructing the Norman
Regional Nine free standing emergency department.
There will be an kickoff celebration event on Monday,
November 1 in the Porter Education Center.

November 11
Topping Out

On Wednesday, November 11 at 4 p.m. at the Norman
Regional Nine parking lot, there will be a ceremonial
topping out event to celebrate the final beam being placed
on the building before construction begins on exterior
framing, brick, windows and interior details. Join us to
celebrate the completion of the Norman Regional Nine
structure!
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